SimpleWorx products use the existing wiring to control lights

**SimpleWorx** is a revolutionary digital point to points control product for cost-effective On/Off lighting control. 100% money-back guarantee if not satisfied for ANY REASON!

**SimpleWorx** offers a variety of transmitters and receivers which are super easy-to-install and the push-button setup is a breeze and shockingly simple!

**SimpleWorx** is powered by Simple Powerline Communication (SPC™) a rock-solid proven technology, which provides reliable one-way control using the 120v wiring that is already in place.
OVERVIEW

It's simple. SimpleWorx consists of a variety of transmitter and receiver devices: timers, keypads, wire-in switches, fixture type and plug-in modules, which are super easy-to-install and program. Programming is accomplished by pushing a button on each device. One, two, three you’re done!

PLUG-IN TRANSMITTER

The Plug-in Transmitter is easily connected to your security panel output to turn on lights anywhere in your home without the need for control wires. The PMT-CC accepts a single low voltage contact closure input to trigger SimpleWorx receivers. It can also be connected to any Class 2 low-voltage devices such as an, contact switches, motion sensors, photo sensors, etc.

Key Features
- Channel one is the input to trigger a variety of devices
- Channel two is a 12VAC 500mA power output for sensors
- Simple installation, just plug it in to any grounded 120V outlet
- Links to SPC Receivers in seconds.
- Triggers when a UL Class 2 contact is applied to input
- LED indicates status of relay
- 5 Year Warranty

PMT-CC - Plug-In Module Transmitter - Contact Closure

TRANSMITTERS

The Digital Astronomical Timer features four on/off settings; a specific time, sunset or sunrise with an offset. It also auto-adjusts for sunrise/sunset and Daylight Savings Time.

Key Features
- Four Timer Events: Two On/Off Times
- Event Schedules: Dusk, Dawn (+/- 127 Min) or Specific time
- Determines Sunrise and Sunset daily and adjusts for Daylight Saving Time

DAT - Digital Astronomical Timer

KEYPAD

The Keypad Transmitters provide control of four groups of receivers anywhere in your home. Each group can have one or multiple receivers.

Key Features
- Capable of controlling four groups of SWX devices
- Each group may have one or more receivers

KPT4 - Wall Mount Keypad Transmitter
DKPT4 - Desktop Keypad Transmitter

RECEIVERS

The Wall Switch Receiver, Plug-in Module Relay and Fixture Modules are remote on/off switches which can be controlled from any SimpleWorx transmitter without the need for control wires. Controlling wire-in or plug-in loads, such as landscape lighting transformers, water features, televisions, small motors, pumps, appliances up to a 15A load or lamps up to 800W has never been simpler.

Key Features
- Controllable from eight Transmitters
- Links to SPC Receivers in seconds
- Simple installation, replace existing switch or plug in to any grounded 120V outlet
- ON/OFF control of 120V or Contact
- LED indicates status of relay
- Manual button control
- Power failure restore to last state
- 5 Year Warranty

WSR-AC10 - Wall Switch Receiver - 10A
WSR-AC20 - Wall Switch Receiver - 20A
PMR-AC - Plug-In Module Relay - 120V,15A
PMR-CC - Plug-In Module Relay - Contact,8A
FMR-AC - Fixture Module Receiver - 20A
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